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CRITERION PERFORMANCE M7!.ASURES OF LEADERSHIP AND UNIT EFFECTIVENESS TN
"VSALl. COMBAT UNITS

The investigation of leadership processes normally requires the identi-
fication of various system outcomes which are potentially related, either
directly or indirectly, to the exercise of leadership. Indeed, without
such a specification of system outcomes, it is impossible to speak about
leadership effectiveness.# In previous research, leadership measures
have often focused solely on the personal traits, attitude structure, or the
behavioral repertoire of the formal leadur. These measures have not always
been related, either concurrently or predictively, to other important
concepts such as individual and unit performance, subordinate job satis-
faction, and work group morale. The pretient paper presents the development
of several measures of these concepts which may be useful in the investigation
of leadership effectiveness. .

OBJECTIVES

As a preliminary procedure in a larger research program concerning
leadership effectiveness in small military units, a pool of evaluative
itema was assembled that was applicable in the situation under investigation.
The only guideline used in the generation of these items was that there be
a representative sampling of items for the domains of performance, job
satisfaztion, and morale. There was no limtP. on the number of items for
each concept, nor were there restrictions on items tappilg other system
outcomes. The research staff refined, restructured and culled the items
until the somewhat reduced pool of suitable items was selected for the
study.

After the data were gatherod, it was necessary to reduce tLh various
criterion items to the smallest, most cohesive set of scores reflecting the
underlying dimensions evaluated by the items. The Aummary secores from the
data reduction analyses would then be used as the final criterion measures
for the larger leadership study.

ME"THOD

The larger research project was conducted in conjunction with a two
week field training exercise of the 12th Special Forces Reserve Group
(Airborne). 2 The scenario of the exercise called for individual Special

* Stogdill, R. M. Handbook of leadership. New York: Free Press, 1974.

2The authors wish to express their gratitude to Robert H. Sulzen for his

aid in initial planning and coordination of the data collection, and for
his insightful comments based upon field observation of the training exercise.
The cooperation of the 12th Special Forces Reserves cotmand and personnel
is gratefully acknowledged. Also, special thanks are due Robert E. Ingraham
for his professional services in the development of the research instruments.
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Forces de~tachments to infiltrate an area, link up with the guerrilla group
in the arva, train the guerrillas, and conduct several combatlike operations
In concert with the guerrillas. Data were gathered both prior to and on
comptet ion of the exercise; only a part of the post-exercise data is relevantI' o the purposCp of this paper. The data reported here were gathered from
four independent sources: detachment members, guerrillas, evaluators, and
controllers. These sources are described below.

Detachment members: Usable data were collected from 275 men, a return
rate of approximately 95%. The 275 men were assigned to one of 23 detachments; 

3

each detachment was composed of a coimmanding officer, an executive officer,
and various enlisted military specialists.

Guerrillas: The guerrilla roles were filled by other mil~itary reservists
also fulfilling their annuial requirement of two weeks of training. Guerrilla
groups were typically composed of 10-30 members with an officer as their
chief or leader. Data were gathered from 346 guerrillas.

Evaluators: As part of the procedure of the exercise, an officer was
assigned to each detachment with the job of evaluating the performance of
that detachment. Such evaluations were made for the purpose of headquarters
review and are not included in the present report. Evaluators were also
requested to respond to the research instrument, and 20 evaluators completed

the questionnaire.1. Controllers: Each detachment was also assigned another officer whose
function was control of the training in the field. Ninet~een controllers
completed the research instrument. Neither the evaluators nor the controllers
participated directly in the activities of the exercise.

The research instrument to which all four sources responded was virtually
identical for each, except that the instrument administered to the external
sources (guerrillas, evaluators, and controllers) contained fewer items (38)

than the one administered to the detacnment members (50). Specifically,
those items dealing with individual job satisfaction and with self-evaluated
performance were administered only to the detachment members. The detachment
member instrument is referred to as the Post-FIX Questionnaire (PFQ) and is
included as Appendix A; the external source instrument is referred to as the
Special Evaluators Questionnaire (SEQ) and is Appendix B.

The response formats of the items were of two major types. One type
was the 5-point Likert scale of agreement, extent, or amount. These items
were generally of an individual job satisfaction or individual performance
nature. The other type of response format was 3-5 point specifications-

3 Note: 24 detachments were involved in this project; data from one of these
detachments were not used in this report.
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ot varying Itevels of the aspect idettiti ed by the, itell. A,\ ex\,mlpe oi

this type of item is:

Following airborne inf iltrat ion the detachment aqs,,mh, e:

(1) rapidly an,! effectively

(2) with reasonable speed and accuracy

(3) after a short period of confusion

(4) after a period of gross disorganization and a s4riotns loss

of time.

All items were completed in the field at the conclusion of the exercise.

ANALYSIS

Items from the PFQ and the SEQ (data were comhtned froni the external

sources) were each subjected to a prtncipal axes faccor an..lysis using the
Jacobi method with unities entered as the communality estiniates. 4  Resulting
factor structures were then rotated by the varimax method.

The selection of the final factor solution in each anialvits vas based

upon a combination of three criteria: (1) the point at which cgenvalues
showed little further decrement; (2) the point at which loss' of items due

to small or cross-factor loading was wininsized; and (k) the clearest
interpretability of the sclution.

Scale scores were computed for each individual from both sources

(internal and external) by summing the items defining the factors in each

analysis. Mean scale scores were then computed within each detachment for the
detachment member source and the guerrilla source.

RESULTS

The rotated factor loadings for the PV"Q items are presented in Table 1.
Loadings greater than .40 were used to define which items to include inl a

scale score and, using this selection criterion, four scales were identifled

as Unit Performance, Job Satisfaction, l~eader Effectiveness, and Group Cohesion.

More complete descriptions of these scales ar" given in Figure 1. Two

additional scales containing one item each, labeled Ind~' idnial Ptrforma,•ce

and Individual Effort, were defined on an a priori basis as evaluative axpoets

worthy of separate research interest. These sales are also defined in

Figure 1.

4 Cooley, W. W., and Lohnes, P. R. Hultivariato procdtires (or Ohlt behav'ioral

sciences. New York: Wiley, 1962.
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Table 1

FOUH FACTOR SOLUTION FROM THt PF) IT[IMS

S'!e Items Cioitenta I II III IV

1 .b Explaration of the misinn and its purpos. .38 .17 .01 .03

2.,b Otieltacks of mission .23 .02 .05 -C,
1h Evasion and escape plan .13 .02 .07 .03

4. D•etachennt ansembly after infiltratior .60 .07 .05 .01

5& Atcountinq of personnel and taquipmwet .50 .13 -.04 ..08

6. Security meavsures drop zone .52 .07 .08 .00
7.b Escape routes end rallying poin-i .22 .14 .28 .24

8. Guerrilla anti detachment linkup ,55 .16 .12 .04

9. Guerrilla and detachment Reh4,iooship 57 .04 .10 .06

10. Guerrilla Chief and csatachment Commander lidup .6n .07 11 .01

I ns.b hnsallation and usage 0 radio .36 .11 .02 .05

12. Guerrilla training progrem ,qt .14 .20 .24

13. Resupply pla.is .47 .19 .32 .1?

14. Security other phases .57 03 .17 15

15. Performace* up to and including resupply .50 .17 23 19

16.h Raid plans .32 .13 .28 i1

17. Raid effectiveness .41 .10 .33 .10

18, Ambush plans .35 .04 .43 11

19. Ambush effectiveness .31 -.05 .56 .01

20. Overall effectawvvneea preparation .47 .24 .19 .03

21. Overall effectivenes - infiltration .57 .01 -.07 .12

22. Overall effectiveness linkup .61 .02 -.04 .07

23, Overall effectiveness - security .57 .11 .26 21

24. Overall effectiveness Guesrilla training .65 09 ,24 .20

25. Overall effectiveness- raid .35 .29 .25 .24

26. Overell effectiveness ambush .45 .05 .43 .08

27. Overall performance Commander .09 .09 .84 .10

23. Commander's effort .07 .12 .79 09

29, Cnmmanner's skill with people .03 .07 .82 .02

30. Appropriateness of jobs assgned by CO to me -.04 .13 AS4 .22

31. Superior performance recogniz.d by commander .19 .07 .67 .20

32, Er, joyunent of FTX .04 .S0 .03 .09

33. Conditions/encourag hard work .08 .69 .04 .04

34. Sense of accomplishment from FTX .14 .83 A1 912

35& Degree of improvement from training (FTX) .23 .66 .lq .10

36. Intdividual's job performance .13 .18 ,18 .26

37,0 Individual's job effort .37 .28 .18 .20

38, Job satisfactii .27 .43 .32 .19

39. Challenging job .07 .65 .17 .15

40. Staying in Special Forces Reservs .06 .65 o.e-8 . s

41, Sharing of cDminni goal .H1 .28 .09 .72

42, Detachment members friendly .07 .01 .12 .81

43. Detachment members trust each oth-'- .16 .02 .14 .78

44. Detachment menbets help each rther -,.2 .04 .15 .82

45.b Detachment wAfare above individual .13 -.06 ,03 .30

46. Work ea;der to make tip for slack .21 .12 .01 .41

47. Proud of own detachment .01 .52 .12 .32

48.b Detachment was a team -.Of .2,97 .30 ._16

49. Detachment never lost siqh( of qoAl .24 .28 .20 .66

50. Detachment excel, sit. for leader influence .11 .29 .09 .23

aComplete items are presented in Appendix A.

bltems not used due to low factor loadings.

StEech of these Items were defined as a scale. They are the only indivivud i'ti,"

criterion scores.
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1., Unit Plerformance - This scale contained seventeen• items on the
detachment's performance during the FTX with the exception of
the plannin3 and preparation and the ambush and raid.

I.1. Job Satisfaction - This scale contained eight items dealing with
detachment-member perceptions and feelings about the work. a
sense of accompliO-ment, a challerge, pride in the group, enjoy-
ment, and staying in the Special Forces.

Ill. Leader Effectiveness - This scale contained six items, four of
which deal with the commander performance and the remaining two
with performance during the raid and *:nbush.

IV. Group Cohesion - This scale contained six items dealing with
coanon goals, friendly and trusting situation, and helpful
people.

V. Individual Performance - This was a one-item scale of the
individual's estimate of his ow.a performance.

VI. Individual Effort - This was a one-item scale of the individ-
ual's estimate of the effort he expended on his job.

Figure 1. PFQ scale names and definitions.

Table P contaias the rotated factor loadings for the SEQ items.
Loadings greater than .4, were selected for inclusion in a scale, and
the resultant seven factors were identified as Morale, Early Mission
Effectiveness, Mission Effectiveness, Esprit, Mission Support Effective-
ness, Leader Effectiveness, and Effectiveness of Plans and Preparation.
Complete definitions for each of these factors are presented in Figure 2.

I,



SlEVEN-FACl0R S01.111`ON FR0XM THE SRq liums

-. Scal.- Iurn Co'ntent8  I IT III IV V VI VII

Explanat ion oft the mis~ion land its~ putpost' .1.) .03 LO -U -. ~ .

Brietbacks of wIussi.ot olt *1 ~.1ý .1.)

Ev~asioll and VCa1 'e plani L. 1. 51. C *.. .10 -1

4 . betechment assembly after infiltratt ion * t.10 -0 1 a) .11. . ; .0 V 3

~.Accounting of personne~l and equipmecnt .1.5 .10 .Or .01. .,Ib -. u. .

Security rnenature- - drop zone -0ý .4,1 .0, .1 i .31i *A

*Escape rouates and ral lying poinits . X .41; .1k - . 118 . 10 .(,

o. Guerri lla and detachme~nt l inkup .0 ol -6 A) - .01 .2 9N

'.Guerrilla &and dz'tachawient R.'lationship U½.5 .( -0 .0 I

1' Guterril la Ch~ief A. detacturtvzzt Cokvw.~irder 1k/up .1.) .. LI)~ n . 2

UI. Installation~ and usage of radio .2 .4 1 W . i,)' k) . -. 0

Guerrilla triaittlng program W1~ al .19 -. 0 1 .11 . A

i.Resu1 pply P'Ans Im-i .2 .. '( L - .1I'l b01 .0. .IQ

It, .Security - Other pha~t.e .0.5 y5 .i0 .02 4.:ý .L) -. 2k

1,.Performance ual to and including resupplyv .;,1 00 .21 -. 01. .70 C.1

Raid plans I31 L 1 ~ 0 :9 .4 ..

R~aid effect iveziess .L 2' .2 -1' . 0 2

* v eri~a 1deffec.Zot .2.1. .21 .20pralo -0i 0:1 i .1

... Crruiuea I sfet vils w ith eol .1 2 Itrtio -. 0 .2. ±1 1

;o. all.mCo) .gu6l
effch entiveness Srenl C0 C U2 r2 -, tt. y , 0.8

Ov r 1 OfC lietvCi i10so'A he 1 ric othraining 0 1.8 .. 10 .(ý .4-1 .14i

Overall en ffe t farens alhv'md siv daI* 4  
-. 1 2 -11 0- 1. A)Lu .

Ctxmworiader' eto mk p rsak t 2 1' 1 .02 .2 .12

roD o w etachment .1mer frindl "os ... ' .2 .

Detachm'ent inv ine s ht-.l earn ote .06 V.1 LO I . . .

Do'zcealmnt nevor Io:; sight tit goal .0 -1 . ' .I. . .. .00

Comp lete i temi.- aret presvilt d in Appendix B.
b I tins not: used due to low factor londing8 0o hiFgh c ross factLor lo,-Oinigs.



1. morale - This seal contained six items which dealt with attitudes
towArd Othe gr'oup, feelitigs of frijendliness, trust, Imutua~l 11011,

aud colibuon goals.

I1. Early Miscsioi Eftectiveness - This scale cont.ained five items on
the detachment's ef fectivenes. during the parachute drop, infil-
tration, and linkup phases of the operation.

111. Mission Effectivehess - This scale contained seven items about
the detachment's effectiveness during the raid and ambush
operat ions.

IV. j1 2yit - This scale involved two iteins dealing with the indivi-
du.,l ' s feelings on being a member of the group and percept iOnlS
ahout the detachment working as a team.

V. Mission Support Effectivenes. - This scale contained eight

items which dealt with the effectiveness of a variety of opera-
tions iucluding guerrilla and detachment relationships, supply,
security, and pro- raid/a::h ush effectiveness.

VI. Leader Effect i'-ness - This scale contained four items, three
of which were related to the cowiuander performance and the
fourth to guerrilla training.

Vil. E-fectivenvsa of Plans and Preparation - This scale contained
four items dealing with thv effectiveness of the planning and
proparation phases.

Figure .'. SEQ scale names and definitions.

Conceptual comparison between the factor structures in Tables I and 2
demortst rates that the po :tcrn of unit outcomes perceived by both the internal
and extertnal sources were very similar, with the exception that the external
sources perceived more facets of overall unit performance than did the
detachment members themselves.

The individual scale scores for the detachmnent members were inter-
correlated; the results are given in Table 3. Correlations ranged
ttrom a moderate C..(A) to low (.IS) degree indicating that the scales
were, for the most part, measuring ditferent detachment outcome domains.
There was a tendency for the perfoniiance-related scales to be more highly
intercorrelated withi each other C. •4 to .*( ) thait with Job Sat i sfaction
0." Group Cohiesion C.lg to . ':').



Table

INDIVIDUAIL PFQ SCALE SCORE INTERCORRELATIONS

Scales i 2 5 4 U U

L. Unit Perfornmnce

2. Job Satisfaction .3.1 -

. Leader Effectiveness .142 .Lo -

G. Croup Cohesion . -

•. Individual Perforuldce .1i0 . L . -J;

6. Individual Effort .A( .( • .U 4 .2i .!4 -

For the purpose o! correlating scale scores from different sources,
the three external sources (evaluators, controllers, guerrillas) were
treated separately, and the detaclients were used as the unit of analysis.
Results rre presented in Table 4 which is arranged in a multimethod-
multimodc matrix format,s where the associated n's range frotm I-24
detachments due to missing data. Inteocorrelations between scales
within a source are given in the small triangles along the diagonal.
Correlations between sources are given in the squares off tile diagonal.
Relationships between correspondling scales from different sources are
inclosed in pazeltheses.

The intercorrelations among SEQ scaies present no discernable pattern
either within a source or when comnpared across external sources. Further-
more, like-scale correlations (in parentheses) across external sources
were in general low, not statistically significant, and lower than
between-scale correlations within an external source. ior the detacihment
members (internal source), there was a tendency for the Unit Performance
to be associated with Group Cohesion and Individual Effort. There was
also some tendency for self-reported Individual Pertormance to be
associated with Job Satisfaction, Group Cohesion, and Leader Etfective-
ness. Self-reported Individual Performance and hndividtzal Effort were
moderately associated with each other.

5 Campbell, D. T., and Fiske, 1). W. Convergent and discriminant validatiou
by the multimethod-multitrait matrix. Psycholoikcal 11ul letin, 1.'),)%
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Conpar I Non of t he t hroe t'1at I sources wi t thte I "t! trna I mo t cl-
(t h\ve I ower squarets ) reveal s t hat the evaI c utorm detou,,tt rIt.ed I lh ieast
a''uitt ot cotnverenlce with detaichtnment ititbeorm, withIi ' r rangitng fromt; .I0
to ,up antd the 1ean r - M The guerr1i-llas provided the r1ette,! O'p=et
of coiivorgoetce wIth dOta;chlnetit irmti'otn, wON lltkIike- net e tie I cto1 Olat:

ran11ging fromt .WU to Y4, an1d n mean r ot .5'0. In gvtue -ai, potI' tftllce-
relaL, ed -co•le. fared soumewihat bet.Let on t he criteronl of ror v'vrgeout,
than dia the iotally suhjecti.ve domaiis tor Moral,, Esprit iand ,ob
SaLitact. Lou. Speciticaiiy, tihere wa, a fair dgto of convergen1uce for
thlree of the cont,rollTer•' nand guerrillas' perlotluancev-rolatod ncal,
wiLh tho detachmtielnt Mtthbe ra , UtI It |oerfo riutt1ce NCa0o, ndud thre wa, NOWm

agreomvnetL betweent gueorrt'ill as antd detaichummtt umembers itpa rdIig 1 endel
Eftectiv vonee Althougih cotnlorIlol et evalUationn of Mqt,1in I tv udod Io
reMato Lo thMe units Job Hattsfatctitot, there wt Ito tel at.iit, bet ween
the,[' evvaluation of Esphl1 rit and dettaclhment 'ntI•iligm ot iii lop toh, oio1.
S luttIlarly, RuorL..ttin rat ings of Motate were unrel ated to det achmentnt intlugs
of Job uStt•factio1n, and the Esprit aund Coiteoton ,cales convoteod ,t'ry
weak Ly.

CONCAU1S IONS

Envluative data on Ltho proceses and outt' utee0 of a i tHeld tint1lt1g,
exer'C ise weore gnithehod ftottm lour distint't Mo•eto : th, dotlncttt'hment.
memberm thtlye e tt( t. hemo eon' toe .\ et and 1ore t o the dehm'itmhnt ,s, Theose
data were factor analyzed both for t ilenterta source anmd for tiho com-
bined external sources. The major difi'orence between the faictor Ktruc-
tures wa, thal. tite exterenal sourceo vi.wed ptroimntto an mutt idImd l ,uion;il
comttpared to the tuttidittiotesi onal evOl,'•I otn ot Ith thtachm ient memubiers.

I1tt trcorretat ionr of sct'l• v otnstue t.oed rtomu tiLtene 1",.ot-n detmottratred
somne evidence of convergett. vaWid ity, pairticut nily lot ito guerril|an antd
the detaclhument iwnherinc , Sevotat Ittlt, tpret atiout.N; can bhe Meltei d to" ttor W9
findjings. First,, tits could be due to the fact that tiIe guerrillasi
sco0rs wetor ave t'ngod aross moec ore thatn otne KAMttd lv Id wht, rt' lI tilt, oit Iroletorm'
and evaluatour'c data were gath ered by only otto observer fr omu each dot ach-
nwent and were therefore loss likely to he OtWablo and rel1ab1teo Also,
performauce-rel atied scales frtii the guerrillas aud dot nahmentts showed
more sat tu[lcLotry convergence than did procee,-related scales. Final ly,
the average degree of convergence witI the itt:erinal soir'ce (dota,1nhmeut
members) demonsat:ratod by the exte rnal sources seemed to vary with ihth
amtount of "pseycholog.Iical diatance' or notunl Involvet'ott of thito extot'-
hl rater ind e L tO exercise act.ivi.ies. Thus, rat ings by the
gurt'ri. Ias, who worked very closely wi.th thie detachmtntm, show tiLte
gr-oa tt amottiu, or convorgeneoe with det aehtmtenlt: rat i ngst. Evatla torp,

S who wore cotmpletly "1iuvolved observerset, , gtted by the higher
headquarters, showed the least, amount of conveogence with dotachmentit
metlobors. Overall, evidence of di.scritmintate vaLidlty was poor.
Camtpbel1 and Fite'ks criltterio tn of a mon"i ug ,[itntg level o ,t conv •igvut. +'

't Camupbell and 1iske, !Q, op. CIL.

OI.'-
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is moderatel(y satisfied for perforwhance-related scales if eva.luators'
ratings are excluded, but subjctive ratings of morale and satisfaction
provide only marginal support for convergence. TboreforŽ, ttwe interpne-
ration based on psychological distance appears to be more compelling.

In spite of the fact that tha scales do not separate neatly into
psychometrically clean factors, they do appear to tap several important
outcLee Ooma,.na for the situatioP under consid•ration• The bcsý estima.tes
of the performance-r ,ý,.ted dis,,ensions are those der!.ved froma detauhment
members (internal source) and from the guer-'illas (exterual source).
lHowever, thn overall weak convergeace of process-re, ated vi'riobles sug-
gests that, lacking addItional evidence, the internal ratings of the
detacbmnent members themselves are likely to be the most valid estimate
of this highly subjective domain. The eviden(.! also suggests tha" the
evaluators' data and to a lesser extent the nontrollers' data should not
be used as criteria of unit performantce and leader effectiveness since
they fail to provide adequate stipprt for the three primary validation
criteria proposed by Campbell and Fiske.

- 11 -
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APPENDIX A POST-FTX PUESTIONNAIRE
12th SPECIAL FORCES

Purpose

This is the second part of the research program the 12th Special
Forces have been selecied to participate in to assist the Department
of Army in its study of performance and leadership factors. Once again
a variety of information is requested and you are asked to give honest,
straightforward answers in all cases. The individual answers and
information you provide are for RESEARCH PURPOSES ONLY and will not
be subject to administrative review nor made part of any official
records. The information you provide will be kept confidential and
your identity will remain anonymous.

Instructions

Specific instructions are given for each set of questions; read
them carefully. Use the pen or pencil which has been provided to you
along with the questionnaire. Cross out or erase any answer you wish
to change, but mark all answers clearly in the space indicated--there
is no separate answer sheet. In most cases it will not be necessary
to go back to a set of questions--do not go back unless the instructions
tell you to do so. Answer every question. In most cases there is no
right or wrong answer because you are asked to give your observations
and opinions. Place all comments on the blank sheets provided at the
end of this survey. Work rapidly, and thank you very much for your
time and cooperation.



The following questions deal with the preinfiltv'ation phase of the
FTX. Circle the answer which best describes what took place.

1) An explanation of the mission and its purpose was:

(1) given to all personnel
(2) given, but did not reach all personnel
(3) not given.

2) Briefbacks, were to take place to insure absolute understanding by
every team member. Briefbacks:

(1) took place and included all personnel
(2) took place, but did not include all personnel
(3) never took place.

3) If the mission had to be aborted during infiltration, an evasion
and escape plan was:

(1) drawn up and presented to all personnel
(2) drawn up, but did not reach all personnel
(3) never drawn up.

The following questions deal with the infiltration and lin-unjphases
of the FTX. Circle the answer which best describes what tcok place.

4) Following airborne infiltration, the detachment assembled:

(1) rapidly and effectively
(2) with reasonable speed and accuracy
(3) after a short period of confusion
(4) 'after a period of gross disorganization and a serious loss

of time.

5) Once the detachment was organized, all personnel and equipment:

(1) were accounted for, followed by a quick exit from the drop
zone

(2) were presumed to be accounted for, followed by a quick exit
from the drop zone

(3) were accounted for, but exit from the drop zone was slow
(4) were not accounted for and exit from the drop zone was slow.

6) Regarding security after leaving the drop zone, the proper security
measures were:

(1) taken during movement to and upon arrival at the guerrilla
.camp

(2) taken during movement but not upon arrival
(3) taken upon arrival but not during movement
(4) not taken during movement or upon arrival.
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7) To deal with aggressor attacks, avenues of escape and alternate
rallying points were:

(1) determined and made known to all personnel
(2) determined, but this information did not reach all personnEl
(3) not determined.

8) Following airborne infiltration, the linkup between the guerrillas
and the detachment was:

(1) efficient and cooperative
(2) efficient evern though there was some lack of cooperation
(3) slightly inefficient due to a lack of cooperation
(4) not manageable.

The following items deal with organiation, communicatio-,n,_cuicno
tasks, and so on. Choose the answer which best describes wilat took
place.

9) Regarding the relationship between the operational detachment and
the guerrillas:

(1) a good working relationship was established
(2) although some conflicts existed, these did not seriously

impair the working relationship
(3) the conflicts which existed seriously impaired the working

relationship
(4) it was impossible to establish a good working relationship.

10) The detachment commander and the guerrilla chief:

(1) were able to develop agre~ements on command relationships and
security systems

(2) had some difficulty reaching such agreements, but this did
not seriously impair their effectiveness

(3) had difficulty reaching such agreements and this seriously
impaired their effectiveness

(4) were totally unable to reach such agreements.

11) Regarding the installation and usage of the radio equipment:

(1) the radio was properly set up on time and communications
were established between the detachment and the SFOB

(2) the radio was properly set up find communications were
established but only after a delay

(5) the radio was properly set up on time but communications

were never establishedII(4) the radio was never properly set up and communications
were not established.
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12) If mission operations were to be cartied out as planned. a training
program for the guerrillas had to be established. The training program:

(1) was efficient (quickly established, covered the essential

procedures and plans, etc.) and effective (actually prepared

the guerrillas for mission operations)
(2) was inefficient to some extent, but ultimateiy effective

(3) was efficient, but failed to prepare the guerrillas for

mission operations
(4) was inefficient and ineffective.

13) One of the tasks during the organization and buildup phase of the
IFTX was to prepare plans for tile reception and disposit ion of
resupply. Before the resupply oreration began:

(1) everyone knaw their responsibilities and were ready to carry
them out

(2) particular functions or responsibilities were not specified
but everyone was prepared to do what needed to be done

(3) everyone knew their responsibilities but were not ready to

carry them out
(4) no one knew who was supposed to do what and no one was

adequately prepared for tne operation.

14) The sect.rity measures planned for the training pr,:, the

resupply operation, and the other situations:

(1) were appropriate for the particular sit uat ion and wore

carried out as planned
(2) were not the most appropriate plans, but security was still

maintained
(3) were appropriare, but were not carried out as planned

(4) were not appropriate and security was not maintained.

15) Regarding performance up to and including the resupply mission,•ithe detachment:

(1) did what needed to be done and did it with efficiency, unity,
and determination

(2) did better than most Army units could have done

(3) did what needed to be done although there was nothing extra-

ordinary about the performance

(4) did okay, but the performance was not something to be
extremely proud of

(5) failed to meet even the most minimal expectations of a unit
In such a situation.
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The following questions deal with the combaL situations. Choose the
answer which best describes what took place.

16) The plans for surveillance of the raid target were:

(1) initiated well in advance of the raid and communicated to all
()ntiiitdwlinavcebtwrgietoalpersonnel

(3)no initiated well in advance but were o given to all personnel

(4) not initiated well in advance and did not reach all personnel.

17) Regarding tha actual raid:

(1) every' man knevi his mission and efficiently carried it out
(2) not all the men had a. particular mission but the raid was

effec.tive
(3) every man knew his mission but all did not succeed in carry-

ing it out
(4) none of th.e men had a particular mission and the raid was

ineffective.

18) The plans for surveillance of thke ambush site werE:

(1) developed well in advance of the ambush and comnmunicated to
all personnel

(2) not developed well in advance, but were given to all personnel
(3) developed well in advance, but did not reach all personnel
(4) neither or-ganized well in advance nor presented to all

personnel.

19) The ambush wast

(1) carried out according to plan and was successful
(2) successful even though the attack plan was not followed
(3) carried out according to plan but was unsuccessful
(4) not carried out according to plan and was unsuccessful.
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The following questions deal with the overall effectiveness of the

various phases of tht FTX, Choose the answer which best describes
what took place.

1) In general, to what extent was the mission preparation phase of

the FaX effective?

(1) to a very great extent
(2) to a great extent
(3) Lo some extent
(4) t o a little extent
(5) to a very little extent

2) In general, to what extent was the infiltration phase of the FTX
effective?

(1) to a very great extent
(2) to a great extent
(3) to some extent
(4) to a little extent
(5) to a very little extent

3) Overall. to what extent was the linkup following airborne infiltra-
tion effective?

(1) to a very great extent
(2) to a great extent
(3) to some extent
(4) to a little extent
(5) to a very Tittle extent

4) Overall, to what extent were the security operations carried out
by the detachnent eftective?

(1) to a very great extent
(2) to a great extent
(3) to some extent
(4) to a little extent
(5) to a veory little extent

5) In generil, to whit extent uas the training program for the guer-
rillas e~fe,.-.ve?

(1) to a very great eytent
(2) ti a great extent
(3) to some extent
(4) to a little extent
(5) to a very little extent

SAl



6) Overall, to what exte.,,t was the raid effectivet

(1) to a very great extent
(2) to a great extent
(3) to some extent
(4) to a little extenc
(5) to a very little extent

7) In general, to what extent was the arbush effective?

(i) to a very great extent
(2) to a great extent
(3) to soum extent
(4) to a little extent
(5) to a very little extent

The following questions concern the operational detachment commander's
performance. Circle the answer you believe is best.

1) I believe the overall performance of the detachment commander
during the FTX was:

(1) excellent
(2) better than most co.mmanders could have done
(3) neither exceptionally good nor exceptionally bad
(4) not as good as most commanders could have done
(5) very poor

2) The amount of effort the detachment commander expends on the job
is:

(1) 100%; he gives it all he has
(2) greater than most cowmanders put out
(3) about average
(4) less than most comanders put out
(5) very small

3) In general, I believe the detachment commander's skill in dealing
with people is:

(1) excellent
(2) better than that of most commanders
(3) about average
(4) worse than that of most commanders
(5) very poor
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4) The jobs my detachment commander assigns to me are:

(1) those I can do best
(2) those I can do better than many others
(3) neither those I do best nor least appropriately
(4) those I can do less appropriately than many others
(5) those I can do least approptiately

5) Wher a man's performance of his duties is superior or when he does
much more than requir.d, the detachment commarnder makes a point of
recognizing It.

(1) strongly agree
(2) agree
(3) neither agree nor disagree
(4) disagree
(5) strongly disagree

The follcwinS questions deal with your thoughts and feelings about
the •_oble yu~erform__durtn& lie FTX. In each case, circle the
answer which best describes your thoughts or feelings.

1.1 To what extent do you enjoy performing the actual day-to-day
activities and duties of thie FTX7

(1) to a vwry little extent
(2) to a little extent
(3) to soae extent
(4) to a great extent
(5) to a very great extent

2) To what extent do the people, policies, condistihm, etc. enfothrage
you to work hart?

(1) to a very little extent
(2) to a little extent
(3) to some extent
(4) to a great extent
(5) to a very great extent

3) Te what extent do you gain a sense of accomplishment frou the
day-to-day activities of the FTX?

(1) to a very little extent
(2) to a little extent
(3) to soemi extent
(4) to a great extent
(5) to a very great extent
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4) To what extent do you feel the training you are receiving Improves
your ability to perform your duties?

(1) to a very little extent
(2) to a little extent
(3) to some extent

(4) to a great extent
(5) to a very great extent

5) The quality of my job performance:

(1) exceeds that of rmost individuals
(2) while not excellent, is very high
(3) is neither very low nor very high
(4) while not terrible, is very low
(5) is lower than that of most individuals

6) The amount of effort I expend on the Job is:

(1) loo%; I give it 411 I've got
(2) greater than most individuals put out
(3) about average
(4) less than most individuals put out
(5) very small

7) My overall job satisfaction is:

(1) extremely high
(2) high
(3) neither high nor low
(4) low
(5) extremely low

8) To what extent do you find your present job is challenging?

(1) to a very little extent
(2) to a little extent
(3) to some extent
(4) to a great extent
(5) to a very great extent

9) Indicate on the scale below what your thoughts are about staying
in the 12th Special Forces Reservs after your current obligation
is fulfilled:

(1) will leave
(2) not sure, but will prc;ibly leave
(3) undecidcl
(4) not sure. but probably will stay
(5) will stay
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The following questions deal with what took place between individuals
in the detachment, what the individuals thought about having been a
member of tbe detachment, and se on. In each case, ci.rcle the answer
which best describes what you believe took place.

1) The men shared a common goal.

(1) strongly agree
(2) agree
(3) neither agree nor disagree
(4) disagree

2) While off duty or during informal situations, the men were friendly

adcooperative.

1)strongly agree
()agree
()neither agree nor disagree
()disagree

(5) strongly disagree

3) There was a lot of trust between the men.

(1) strongly agree
(2) agree

V (3) neither agree nor disagree
(4) disagree
(5) strongly disagree

4) The men were willing to help each other out when necessary.

(1) strongly agree
(2) agree
(3) neither agree nor disagree
(4) disagree
(5) strongly disagree

5) To what extent did the men place their own welfare above that of
the detachment?

(1) to a very little extent
(2) to a little extent
(3) to some extent
(4) to a great extent
(5) to a very great extent



6) If a man slacked of f on his job, the other men were willing to
work harder to make up for it.

(1) strongly agree
(2) agree
(3) neither agree nor disagree
(4) disagree
(5) strongly disagree

7) To what extent were the men proud to be members of the detachment?

(1) to a very little extent
(2) to a little extent
(3) to some extent
(4) to a great extent
(5) to a very great extent

8) 1 never felt I was part of a team.

(1) strongly agree
(2) agree
(3) neither agree nor disagree
(4) disagree
(5) strongly disagree

9) Even when things got rough, the detachmp-1 never lost sieht of
its goals.

(1) strongly agree
(2) agree
(3) neither agree nor disagree
(4) disagree
(5) strongly disagree
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APPENDIX B SPECIAL EVALUATOR'S QUESTIONNAIRE
12th SPECIAL FORCES

Purpose

All individuals participating in the FTX with the 12th Special Forces
Group (Airborne.) have been selected to describe the performance of the
individual operational detachments. This research program is being
conducted by the Department of the Army to obtain information that will
assist the Army in its study of performance and leadership factors.
A variety of information is requested and you are asked to give
honest, straightforward answers in all cases. The individual answers
and information you provide are for RESEARCH PURPOSES ONLY and will
not be subject to administrative review nor made part of any official
records. The information you provide will be kept confidential and
your identity will remain anonymous.

Instructions

Specific instructions are given for each set of questions, read them
carefully. You may use a pen or pencil. Cross out or erase any answer
you wish to change, but mark all answers clearly in the space indicated--
there is no separate answer sheet. In most cases it will not be
necessary to go back to a set of questions--do not go back unless the
instructions tell you to do so. Aiswer every question. In most cases
there is no right or wrong answer because you are asked to give your
observations and opinions. Place all comments un che blank sheet
provided at the end of this survey. Work rapidly, and thank you for
your cooperation.

I
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1) Name:

2) Roster number:

3) I am: (check one)

(1) a controller

(2) an evaluator

(3) a member of the guerrilla unit

NOTE: For all of the following questions you are to evaluate the
performance of the operational detachment. Answer all questions on
the basis of how the operational detachment performed, not on the
basis of hozi anyone else performed. If you do not have enough informa-
tion to answer a particular question, then leave that question blank.

:oI
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Ilie followhti questaotn. denl with the preLnfiltr1ation pýse_ of the

FTX. Circle the answer which best describes what took place.

1) An explanation of the mission and its purpose was:

(1) given to all personnel
(2) given, bu't did not reach all personnel
(3) not given.

2) Briefbacks were to take place to insure absolute understanding by

every team member. Briefbacks:

(I) took place and included all personnel
(2) took place, but did not include all personnel
(3) never took place.

3) If the mission had to be aborted during infiltration, ail evasion
and escape plan was:

(1) drawn up and presented to all persornel
(2) drawn up, but did not reach all personnel
(3) never drawn up.

The following question3 deal with the infiltration and linkup phases
of the FTX. Circle the answer which best describes what took place.

4) Following airborne infiltration, the detachment assembled:

(1) rapidly and effectively
(2) with reasonable speed and accuracy
(3) after a short period cf confusion
(4) after a period of gross disorganization and a serious loss

of time.

5) Once the detachment was organized, all personnel and equipment:

(1) were accounted for, followed by a quick exit from the drop
zone

(2) were presumed to be accounted for, followed by a quick exit,
from the drop zone

(3) were accounted for, but exit from the drop zone was slow
(4) were not accotmted for and exit from the drop zone was blow.

.6) Regarding security after- leaving the drop zone, the proper security
measures were:

(1) taken during movement to and upon arrival at the guerrilla
camp

(2) taken during movement but not upon arrival
(3) taken upon arrival but not during movement
(4) not taken during movement or upon arrival.
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7) To deal with aggressor attacks, avenues of escape and alternate
rallying points were:

(1) determined and maide known to all personnel
(2) determined, but this information did not reach all personnel
(3) not determined.

8) Following airborne infiltration, the linkup between the guerrillas
and the detachment was:

(1) efficient and cooperative
(2) efficient even though there was some lack of cooperation
(3) slightly ineificient due to a lack of cooperation
(4) not manaI~geable,.

The following items deal with organization, communicati on, execution of
tasks, and so on. Choose the answer which best describes what took
place.

9) Regarding the relationship between the operational detachment and
the guerrillas:

(1) a good working relationship was established
(2) although some conflicts existed, these did not seriously

impair the working relationship
(3) the conflicts which existed seriously impsired the working

relationship
(4) it was impossible to establish a gocd working relationship.

10) The detachment commander and the guerrilla chief:

(1) were able to develop agreements on command relationships and
security systems

(2) had some difficulty reaching such agreements, but this did
not seriously Impair their effectiveness

(3) had difticulty reaching such agreements and this seriously
impaired their effectiveness

(4) were totally unable to reach such agreements.

11) Regarding the installation and usage of the radio equipment:

(1) the radio was properly set up on time and communications
were established between the detachment and the SFOB

(2) the radio was properly set up and communications were
establisned but only after a delay

(3) the radio was properly uet up on time but communications
were never established el e padcmuiain

(4) the radio was never propelstupadcmuiton
were not established.
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12) If m~is~sion operations were to be carried out -is planned, a training
program for the guerrillas had to be established. The training program:

(1) was efficient (quickly established, covered the es.sential
procedures and plans, etc.) and effective (actually prepared
the guerrillas for mission operations)

(2) was inefficient to some extent, but ultimately effective
(3) was efficient, but failed to prep~are the guerrillas for

mission operations
(4) was inefficient and ineffective.

13) One of the tasks during the organization and buildup phase of theIFTX was to prepare plans for the reception and disposition of
resupply. Before the resupply operation began:

(1) everyone knew their responsibilities and were ready to carry
them out

(2) particular functions or responsibilities were not specified
(3) everyone kwa theiraredponsiblitishbt weered not readyoto
but everyone knwa phirrespaetonsblte dow ut needed nto beaddone
carry thtem out

()no one knew who was supposed to do what and no one was

adequately prepared for the operation.

14) The security measures planned for the training program, the
resupply operation, and the other situ~ations:

(1) were appropriate for the particular situation and were
carried out as planned

(2) were not the most appropriate plans, but security was still
maintained

(3) were* appropriate, but were not carried out as planned
(4) were not appropriate and security was not maintained.

15) Regarding performance up to and including the resupply mission,
the detachment:

(1) did what needed to be done and did it with efficiency, unity,
and determination

(2) did better than most Army units could have done
(3) did what needed to be done although there was nothing extra-

ordinary about the performance
(4) did okay, but the performance was not something to be

extremely proud of
(5) failed to meet even the most minimal expectations of a unit

in such a situation.
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The following questions deal with the combat situations. Choose the

answer which best describes what took place.

16) The plans for surveillance of the raid target were:

(1) initiated well in advance of the raid arid communicated to all
personnel

(2) not initiated well in advance but were given to all personnel
(3) initiated well in advance but were not given to all personnel
(4) not initiated well in advance and did not reach all personnel.

17) Regarding the actual raid:

(I) every man knew his misaion and efficiently carried it out
(2) not all the men had a particular mission but the raid was

effective
(3) every man knew his mission but ndl did not succeed in carry-

ing it out
(4) none of the men had a particular mission and the raid was

ineffective.

18) The plans for surveillance of the ambush site were:

(1) developed well in advance of the ambush and conunicated to
all personnel

(2) not developed well in advance, but were given to all personnel
(3) developed well in advance, but did not reach all personnel
(4) neither organized well in advance nor presented to all

personnel.

19) The ambush. was:

(1) carried out according to plan and was successful
(2) successful even though the attack plan was not followed
(3) carried out according to plan but was unsuccessful
(4) not carried out accor:!ing to plan and was unsuccessful.
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The following questions deal with the overall effectiveness of the
various phases of the FTX. Choose the answer which best describes
what took place.

1)In general, to what extent was the mission prepairation phase of
the FTX effective?

(1) to a very great extent
(2) to a great extent
(3) to some extent
(4) to a little extent
(5) to a very little extent

2) In general, to 'What extent was the infiltration phase of the FTX
effective?

(1) to a very great extent
(2) to a great extent
(3) to some extent

F(4) to a little extent
(5) to a very little extent

3) Overall, to what extent was the linkup following airborne infiltra-
tion effective?

(1) to a very great extent
(2) to a great extent
(3) to some extent
(4) to a little extent
(5) to a very little extent

4) Overall, to what extent were the security operations carried out
by the detachment effective?

(1) to a very great extent
(2) to a great extent
(3) to some extent
(4) to a little extent
(5) to a very little extent

5) in general, to what extent was the training progra'm for the gtuer-
rillas effective?

(1) to a very great extent
(2) to a great extznt
(3) to som* extent
(4) to a little extent
(5) to a very little extent



6) Overall, to what extent was the raid effective?

(1) to & very great extent

(2) to a great extent
(3) to some extent
(4) to a little extent
(5) to a very little extent

7) In general, to what extent was the ambush effective?

(1) to a very great extent
(2) to a great erftent
(3) to some extent
(4) to a little extent
(5) to a very little extent

The following questions concern the operational detachment commander's
performance. Circle the answer you believe is best.

1) I believe the overall performance of the detachment commander
during the FTX was:

(1) excellent
(2) better than most commanders could have done
(3) neither exceptionally good nor exceptionally bad
(4) not as good as most commanders could have done
(5) very poor

2) The amount of effort the detachment commander expends on the job
is:

(1) 100%; he gives it all he has
(2) greater than most commanders put out
(3) about average
(4) less than most commanders put out
(5) very small

3) In general, I believe the detachment commander's skill in dealing
with people is:

(1) excellent
(2) better than that of most coumanders
(3) about average
(4) worse than that of most commanders
(5) very poor
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The following questlons deal with what took place between individuals
in the detachment, what the Individuals thought about having been a
member of the detachment, and so on. In each case, circle the answer
which best describes what you believe took place.

1) The men shared a comon goal.

(1) strongly agree
(2) agree
(3) neither agree nor disagree
(4) disagree
(5) strongly disagree

2) While off duty or during informal situations, the men were friendly
and cooperative.

(1) strongly agree
(2) agree
(3) neither agree nor disagree
(4) disagree
(5) strongly disagree

3) There was a lot of trust between the men.

(1) strongly agree
(2) agree
(3) neither agree nor disagree
(4) disagree
(5) strongly disagrae

4) The men were willing to help each other out whtn necessary.

(1) strongly agree
(2) agree
(3) neither agree nor disagree
(4) disagree
(5) strongly disagree

5) To what extent did the men place their own welfare above that of
the detachment?

(1) to a very little extent
(2) to a little extent
(3) to some extent
(4) to a great extent
(5) to a very great extent
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6) If a man slacked off on his Job, the vther men were willing to
work harder to make up for It.

(1) strongly agree
(2) agree
(3) neither agree nci dtsa~ree
(4) disagree
(5) strongly disagrea

7) To what extent were the men proud to be members of the detachment?

(1) to a very little extent
(2) to a little extent
(3) to some extent
(4) to a great extent
(5) to a very great extent

8) I never felt that the detachment was really a team.

(1) strongly agree
(2) agree
(3) neither agree nor disagree
(4) disagree
(5) strongly disagree

9) Even when things got rough, the detachment never lost sight of
its goals.

(1) strongly agree
(2) agree
(3) neither agree nor disagree
(4) disagree
(5) strcngly disagree
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